FPC Meeting
February 8, 2012
1:30 to 2:30 p.m. in WH A420

Present: Gasco, Norman, Brooks, Hill, Price

There was some discussion about figuring out a time to meet. No decisions were made.

Norman will send a copy of the minutes from our last meeting to Brooks.

Cal State Online:
Norman said that he has set up a meeting with Ruth Black, the director of the new Cal State Online Program. Norman, Gasco, Kalayjian and Larry Press will be meeting with her tomorrow. Price suggested a list of questions to ask. For example: Why 5013C? What does that mean? What are the implications? Is tuition going into a 5013C? Is the Online Initiative seeking to subsume all campus on lines into online initiatives? What happens to faculty and the contract they are teaching under? Where will the funds go?

Program Elimination
There was a brief discussion about program elimination. Gasco will review prior documents that give direction. How will decisions get made? What will the appeals process be? Quality is hard to quantify. Gasco will look at FPC 10-10; FPC 09-05; and Exec 01-05 (never made into policy;